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ABSTRACT

POLYMER NANORODS: PREPARATION. ANALYSIS. AND CHEMICAL
MODIPICATION

FRBRUARY 2007

TAEHYUNG KIM. B.A.. SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

M.A.. SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

M.A.. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Ph.D.. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed b}-: Professor Thomas J. McCarthy

The overall objectives of the projects which constitute this Ph. D. thesis are a

preparation of two-component polymer nanorods using anodic alumina membranes as

templates and an investigation of their structures as well as a possibilit}' for a

preparation of composite nanorods.

Anodic alumina membranes with various pore size prepared by the anodization

of aluminum in electrochemical cell are used as well as commercial membrane (Chapter

2). Diblock copolymer nanorods are prepared using these membranes and their

microphase-separated structures inside the membrane pores are investigated (Chapter 3

and 4). Semicr\^stalline polymer nanorods are prepared using these membranes and their

composites are prepared by polymerizing second monomer inside these nanorods

(polymer/polymer composite nanorods) or depositing metal clusters inside these

nanorods (polymer/metal composite nanorods) (Chapter 5).

Microphase-separated structures of diblock copoly mers inside the cylindrical

membrane pores are affected by the relationship between the size of pores and the repeat

vi



period of the block copolymers (commensurabilit} ). Polyst}Tene-^-polybmadiene {PS-/>-

PBD) confined inside the membrane pores show novel structures that cannot be

accessed by any other method, caused b\" the commensurabilit}' and large curx ature of

the templates. The interaction between each block of diblock copoh mer and the

alumina surface is another iL-.;tor for the micro-phase separated structures of diblock

copoh mers inside alumina membrane pores. Surface modification of alumina

membrane pores using octyltrimethoxysilane (OTMS) in\ erted the multi-baiTel structure

of s>'mmetric poh st}Tene-^)-pohmeth> lmethacniate (PS-/7-PMMA) and as\'mmetric

PS-/b-PMMA at large D/Zo- b> changing the polarit) of the templates. As} nmietric PS-

^-PMMA at small D/Io does not show this im'ersion.

Poh (4-methyl-l-pentene) (PMP) nanorods are prepared using commercial

alumina membranes. PMP/polynorbornene nanorods are prepared by polymerizing

norbomene inside PMP nanorods using liquid CO2 as reaction medium. This also

provides a wa>' to observ e the structures of these semicrj'stalline polymer nanorods.

PMP/Pt nanorods are prepared by introducing Pt precursors.

dimethyl(c)clooctadiene)platinum(II) (CODPtMe:). clusters using supercritical CO2 as a

medium and reducing it with Ht to form Pt clusters inside PMP nanorods.
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CHAPTER 1

TNTRODUCTION

1.1. Over\ievv

Anodized aluminum membranes (AAM) have been of great interest to material

scientists for the past decade owing to their interesting features.'"'^ These membranes

contain regular cy lindrical pores and are heat resistant and tough. The alumina has a high

surface energ}- and is ^^et b}- mam- materials. Moreover, the membrane can be easih

dissolved in acidic or basic solution. These features have made alumina membranes good

templates for nano-object fabrication, especialh' nanorods.

Nanorods with regular shape and size can be made using AAMs as templates by

forming them inside the regularly packed pores of the membrane and can be building

blocks for self-assembled structures. Polymeric nanorods have been recently produced

using these membranes. ^"^ The first polymer nanorods and nanotubes using AAMs were

prepared by wetting a polymer melt or solution on the membranes.^ This method has the

drawback that the length of the polymer nanorods is not controllable. The McCarthy

group developed a practical method in which the length of the polymer nanorods can be

controlled by changing heating time.^

A nanorod of this sort made up of two components rather than a homogenous

nanorod invokes more interest, not only in theoiy, but also in applications. This thesis

work covers two types of tw o-component nanorods diblock copoh mer and

semicrystalline polymer nanorods. The aim of this thesis is to prepare block copoh mer

1



and semicn sialline polymer nanorods and in\ estigate their structures, including the

possibilit} of preparing composite nanorods.

Chapter 2 describes a procedure for preparing AAMs w hh \ arious pore sizes. The

diameters of the template pores directh' affect the morpholog) of the tw o-component

nanorods as w ell as the diameter of the produced nanorods. The pore size and pore-to-

pore distance is affected b} the anodization condition, such as current. \ oltage. electrohte

composition and temperature. AAMs w ith pore sizes of less than 100 nni are of interest

because the equilibrium period of man}- block copolymers and the cr) stal stack distance

of semicr} stalline poh mers is on the order of tens-of-nanometer scale.

Chapter 3 describes the micro-phase separated structure of pol> st> rene-/j-

poh butadiene (PS-/)-PBD) prepared from commercial and in house prepared membranes,

which represents the strong-segregation limit. The block copol> mers were confined inside

the nanopores w ith diameters less than 8 times the equilibrium period and with high

curv ature. New phases induced from these conditions were observed.

Chapter 4 describes the micro-phase separated structure of polystyrene-^-

polymethylmethacr>iate (PS-/)-PMMA) prepared from commercial and in house prepared

membranes, represents the weak-segregation limit. In addition to pore size, the surface

propert}' ofAAMs was changed by formation of a silane monolayer. In the case of PS-^-

PMMA. the surface affinity of each block w as changed when the AAM surface was

treated with octyltrimethoxysilane.

Chapter 5 describes the preparation of semicr\^stalline polymer nanorods and their

composites w ith a different polymer or metal clusters. Poly(4-methyl-l-pentene) (PMP)

was selected as the substrate nanorod and polynorbomene was selected as the second

2



polymer component. Pt was selected as the metal component. PMP/Poh norbornene

nanorods were successfully prepared by polymerizing norbornene inside PMP nanorods

in liquid CO2 by ring-opening metathesis polymerization. PMP/Pt nanorods were

successful!) prepared b>- introducing dimeth>l( 1.5-cyclooctadiene)platinum(lI) as an

organometallic precursor and reducing it with H2 in supercritical CO2.

The balance of this chapter provides the background information on the

commensurability of block copolymers in confined geometry, surface modification of

metal oxides using silane coupling agents, and subcritical(liquid) and supercritical CO2 as

a reaction media for modiiy ing solid polymer substrates.

1.2. Commensurability

Block copolymer nanorods in alumina pores of defined diameter impact

fundamental issues of commensurabilit}-, i.e. the relationship between the inherent repeat

periods of the copolymer to the physical dimension of the system. If the two are

incommensurate then the block copolymer would be forced to shift away from its

equilibrium structure to relieve the imposed frustration.

Symmetric diblock copolymers confined between two parallel \\alls have been

8 17
studied extensively. " In this case, one block migrate to the wall surface and the overall

structure is a multilayered film. There can be two t\pes of multilayers: a multilayer with

identical ends (symmetric case) and a multilayer with different ends (asymmetric case).

The film thickness is equal to hLq in the symmetric case and is equal to (;? + V2) Lq in the

asymmetric case (Figure 1.1.). Both cases are referred to as the commensurate condition.



a) b)

D = (n + -)L„
1

Figure 1.1. Lateral structures of block copolymer thin films between solid substrates in a)

symmetric b) asymmetric conditions.

The incommensurate case can be obser\'ed \yhen the film thickness is not equal to

nLo (symmetric case) or (// 1 ''2) Lo (asymmetric case). When a film in an

incommensurate condition is located on an open substrate, frustration resulting from

incommensurabilit}' is relieyed by the formation of surface topography consisting of

ten-aces of step height lo so that a highly oriented layered structure can propagate

throughout the entire film.'" (Figure 1 .2)

Figure 1.2. Lateral structures of block copolymer thin films on solid substrates in a)

symmetric b) asymmetric conditions. Both haye incommensurate situations at the left.'"

When the film is confined between two solid walls, the formation of a surface

topography, the mechanism to relieye an imposed frustration in the case of film on open

substrate, cannot be applied. Therefore, the copolymer must find an alternative route to

respond to this en\ironment. If the interfacial interactions are strong, the period of the

4



confined multilayers ha\'e to either stretch or compress. The thin polymer film cannot

relieve the frustration via formation of surface topography. With changes in the thickness

of the confined film, the number of las ers wiW change and the stretching or compression

of the layers ^^ ill be distributed tliroughoiit the film so that each layer \\ ill distort less

with increasing thickness. This action preser\'es the natural period of the copoh mer at the

expense of the interfacial energies.'''

As>'mmetric diblock copoh mers. on the other hand, have dra\\ n much less

attention compared with symmetric diblock copolymers. As is in the case of symmetric

diblock copolymers, the interpla} of the confinement with the preferential interfacial

interactions causes deviations of the morpholog} from that seen in the bulk.

A block copolymer sandwiched between two parallel solid walls experiences an

essentially a one-dimensional confinement. Recentl>\ a two-dimensional confinement

method has been researched."*^ In addition to the confinement imposed by the film

thickness, placing the film into photo-lithographically defined troughs with walls, affects

the hexagonal packing of spherical and cylindrical microdomains and can introduce an

incommensurabilit}- of the in-plane, lateral packing of the copolymer between the natural

period and the trough width. The growth of the microdomains along the trough can be

used to induce long-range ordering within the trough, which is the key to fabricating

sectored surfaces for device applications.

Another type of two-dimensional confinement can be created by use of

nanoscopic c} lindrical pores that can be conveniently prepared in alumina membrane

w ith pore diameters of the tens-of-nanometer scale. Cylindrical confinement is of

particular interest since mam situations are met in nature w here such confinement
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influences phase behavior. In addition to confinement. cyHndrical nanopores force a

curvature on the morphology. So both commensurabilit> between the pore diameter and

the natural period and the imposed curvature can strongh influence the morphology of

the confined S} stem.

1.3. Surface modification of metal o.xide h\ sih lation

When a block copoh mer is forced into alumina pores, the interaction between the

alumina surface and the outermost la} er of the block copoh mer pla\ s an important role in

determining the morpholog}' of block copolymer as well as the commensurability does.

The alumina surface is composed of h}drox>l groups like other metal oxides."' Various

chemical modification methods have been developed to change the properties of metal

oxide surfaces."""'' and sih lation. the formation of organosilanes layers on the surface, is

a recently developed method to modif}' metal oxide surfaces such as silica" " and

alumina."*^

Sih lation of silica surface has been researched in broad areas. Hydrophobizing the

silica stationar}- phase with silanes is used to prepare reversed-phase chromatograph}'

columns for separation of biomolecules.
^'^''^^

Silylation of surfaces has found applications

in producing biocompatible surface.'"*"''^ lithography.'' and micropatteming.'"'^""^^

Organosilanes for modifs ing metal oxide surfaces have one. two or three

hydrolyzable groups in the molecule, and are called mono-, di- and trifunctional

organosilanes. Monofunctional organosilanes (R.^SiX. usually X=C1. OR. NMe:) have the

advantage of reproducible surface structure. It is known that these kinds of organosilanes
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have one kind of atiachmeni with silica by covalent bonding (Sis-O-Si). Trifunctional

organosilanes (RSiX.O are more reactive and have more possible structures. In addition to

covalent attachment, they can exhibit two dimensional and three dimensional

pohcondensation on the surface. (Figure 1.3) Long-chain alk\ Itrichlorosilanes are the

most w ideh studied, including the self-assembh process and the effect of temperature,

solvent and water on the surface properties. Trialkox} silanes (Z(CH2)iiSi(OR)3. where

R=Me or Et. Z is often amino. epox>'. acn lo> 1. \ im 1. bromo). are often called silane

coupling agents and ha\ e some ad\ antages o\ er alk> Itrichlorosilanes. Trialkox>'silanes

don t generate acid on h> drolysis and are more convenient to handle because the>- are less

reacti\ e. The alkox> silanes undergo exchange reactions \\ ith h> drox) l groups under

conditions similar to those of carbox>iic esters.

1.4. Subcritical (liquid) and supercritical CO^ as reaction media

Liquid and supercritical CO2 has attracted both scientific and industrial interest in

recent years. A supercritical fluid is an}" substance above both its critical temperature (Tc)

and pressure (Pc). Figure 1 .4 shows the phase diagram of a pure substance. The critical

point (C) is marked at the end of the gas-liquid equilibrium cur\'e, and the shaded area

indicates the supercritical fluid region.

hi the supercritical environment, the boundar\" of liquid and gas disappears and

only one phase exists. This phase is termed as supercritical fluid (SCF): it is neither a gas

nor a liquid and has unique properties between those of a gas and a liquid. SCFs retain

solvent power similar to liquids as well as the transport properties common to gases.

The} ha\ e no surface tension and ver} low viscosity. Additionalh'. the densit}' of a SCF
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can be changed upon minor adjustment of its temperature and pressure. These properties

have made SCFs an interesting reaction medium. Table 1.1 provides representative

properties of liquid, gas and supercritical fluids.

TEMPERATURE

Figure 1.4. Pressure temperature phase diagram for a pure substance."*

Table 1.1: Ph} sical property comparison for liquids, gases, and supercritical fluids.

Solvent
Diffusivity

(cm7sec)

Viscosity

(cps)

Densit)

(g/cni')

Surface tension

(dynes/cm)

Liquid 10-'
1 1.0 20-50

SCF 10"-^ 0.03 0.2-1.0 0

Gas 10-' 10-^ 10-^

Carbon dioxide is one of the most commonly used SCF because of its advantages.

SC CO2 has Tc of 3 1 . 1 °C and of 73.8 bar ( 1 070 psi) (Table 1 .2.). These critical

conditions are relatively mild compared with other solvents. Moreover. CO: is nontoxic.
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nonflammable, and inexpensive. It is convenient to recycle CO2 because it is a gas phase

at ambient conditions. Releasing CO: as a gas phase leaves no solvent residue.

In addition, two properties of CO: are important regarding to polymerization

reactions: the solubility of CO: and the plasticization effect of CO: on the poh mer

products. The solvent strength of SC CO: is similar to that of a typical non-polar solvent.

Although it can dissoh e many small organic molecules to a certain extent, it cannot

dissoh'e most strongh' polar molecules and high molecular weight molecules. Adding

cosolvent or surfactant can enhance the solubilit>' of CO:. Another unique method of

manipulating the soh ent properties of SC CO: is changing its densit}' b)' temperature and

pressure adjustment. Figure 1.5 sho\\ s the dependence of CO: density on pressure and

temperuture. The densit} of CO: changes dramaticalh' b} controlling external pressure

and temperature, making it possible to increase or decrease the solubilit}- of certain

molecules or fractions.

Table 1 .2. Critical conditions for various solvents.

Solvents
Critical temperature

CQ
Critical pressure

(bar)

Carbon dioxide 31.1 73.8

Ethane 32.2 48.8

Propane 96.7 42.5

Cyclohexane 280.3 40.7

Benzene 289.0 48.9

Toluene 318.6 41.1

p-Xylene 343.1 35.2

Ammonia 132.5 112.8

Water 374.2 220.5
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The plasticization effect is another indispensable factor when a polymerization is

carried out in liquid or SC CO:. This is important not only when monomers are diffused

into the polymer, but also when additives are incorporated into polymer matix. The Tg

depression of amorphous poh mers induced b\' CO: has been investigated by some

groups/""^^ The plasticization of poh mers has been in\'estigated by stud} ing sorption and

dilation of Poh ethylmethacrylate (PEMA). pol}'(vim l benzoate). and poIy(\'in}i but\Tal)

by Kami> a and coworkers/'^"^^' Figure 1.6 shows that the Tg of PS is depressed with CO:

pressure and Figure 1.7 shows that the elongation ofPEMA increases with CO: pressure.

The interaction of SC CO: ^^ ith several semi-ciystalline poh mer was investigated b>'

Shkh er al.-^

The McCailh>' group has developed ideas of pohmerization inside plasticed

polymer phases and deposition of metal clusters b>- reducing organometallic precursors in

CO2. Figure 1 .8 is a scheme for preparing composite polymer materials." "
' In this case,

styrene was poh merized inside various swollen polymers. This approach was expanded

to the anionic polymerization of ethyl 2-cyanoacr\'late within SC CO:-swollen

poly(tetrafluoroethylene-co-hexafluoropropylene)^"^ and ring-opening metathesis

polymerization of norbornene within SC C02-swollen Poly(4-methyl-l-pentene).^'^ Figure

1.9 shows a scheme of metal deposition by infusion of organometallic precursors and

reduction of them.*^^ Platinum clusters were formed in PTFE film and AI2O3

membranes.
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Figure 1.7. Elongation versus pressure for C02 in PEMA at (O.^) at 15. (0.#) at 24.

(A.A) at 35. (V.T) at 45. and (.) at 55 °C. Open and solid s>mbols correspond to

sorption and desoiption runs."""
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CHAPTER 2

FABRICATION OF ANODIZED ALUMINUM MEMBRANES

2.I. Introduction

Anodization of aluminiini has been coniniercialh' used for 80 } eai's for protection

and decoration purpose. .An anodic oxide film is formed on the surface of aluminum

when it is anodized in an electrohlic cell \\ ith proper electroh te and electric current. It

was already known in 1950 s that anodic oxide films on aluminum could exist in two

forms: nonporous and porous oxide.'

"

A nonporous anodic aluminum oxide, which is also called barrier-t> pe film . is

prepared when the electroh te does not dissolve the formed oxide film completely.

Neutral boric acid solution, ammonium borate or tartrate aqueous solutions (pH 5-7).

ammonium tetraborate in ethylene glycol, citric acid, malic acid, and glycolic acid are

examples for this case. A porous anodic aluminum oxide, w^hich is also called porous-

t}'pe film . is prepared when the electrolyte partly dissolves the formed oxide film.

Sulfuric acid, oxalic acid, phosphoric acid, and chromic acid are examples for this case."'

Contrary' to the nonporous oxide, porous oxide has had limited industrial

application for the protection of aluminum. The discover}- of regular nanoporous

stmctures' has attracted attention for potential applications such as magnetic recording

media.^^ optical devices.^ functional electrodes.*^ and display devices.

Constant efforts have been made to fabricate porous alumina with better

regularity . w hich means more homogeneous pore size and better packing regularity of
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pores. An important step to impro\'e the regularit}" of pores was made by Masiida and

coworkers."" " They anodized an aluminum foil for more than 10 hours and remo\'ed the

oxide film to leave well-ordered pits on the aluminum surface. Reanodization from this

surface produced aluminimi oxide with perfecth' hexagonal-packed pores in long range

order since the anodization started from these pits. This process can be repeated. This

method has been modified b}' them and other groups. ' The Masuda group has also

developed the nano-indent method of pressing an aluminum surface w ith pre-patterned

SiC which was formed by electron beam lithography.

Anodized aluminum oxide membranes with specific pore sizes are commercially

available. Whatman Co. is current!)' selling membranes with 200 iim diameter pores. It is

noted that their 20 nm pore membrane has that size onh' at the top surface, presumabl}-

these are manufactured by narrowing the pores from 200 iim pores by reducing voltage

during the anodization in a detaching step.'^

As stated in chapter 1. preparing anodic aluminum oxide with less than 200 nm

pore size is important for the study of the morphology of block copolymer. In this chapter

the preparation ofAAO membrane wath that size is described. The procedure is based on

the one developed by Masuda group: electropolishing, first anodization. chemical etching,

second anodization. aluminum removal and pore widening (Figure 2.1 ). Detailed

procedures are explained in the following sections.

2.2. Background
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Figure 2.1. Procedure for well-ordered anodized aluminum membrane.
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The mechanism of pore formation of porous-type anodic alumina film is not fiilly

understood yet. There are some reviews on the mechanism of pore formation. According

to Thomson and Wood, and Metzger et ah electropolishing provides a sHghtly scalloped

surface of aluminum ^^'ith an o.xide film, wliich is composed of mam' pores that ha\ e

several to tens of nanometer size diameters, as well as smoothing the surface

macroscopicalh . During the anodization the initial pores are merged with each other to

form major pores. The electric field and current density should be larger at the bottom

of the pores than at other areas because of the thinner oxide film.

The pore formation during the anodization can be summarized as the equilibrium

between oxide dissolution at the oxide/electrolyte interface and oxide growth at the metal

/oxide interface (Figure 2.2). The oxide growth is due to the migration of ox>'gen

containing ions, such as O"-. OH", from the electrol>te tlirough the oxide layer, and the

oxide dissolution is due to the loss of Al''^ ions.

Figure 2.2. Pore formation during the anodization.'



At the aluminum/oxide interface, aluminum is oxidized to form aluminum ion,

A\''. ^^hich migrates into the oxide film.

2Al(s) — 2Al''(oxide) + 6e' (1)

At the oxide/electrohte interface, protons are produced b) the h\'drol\'sis of water

and the dissociation of acid, competing w ith each other.

3H:0(/) ^ eWiaq) + 30-"(oxide) (2)

HC2O4" {aq) C204""(oxide) + H"{^/^/) (3)

The protons can localh' dissolve more oxide (equation (4)). or migrate to the

cathode to form H: gas. completing the circuit (equation (5)).

Al203(.s) + 3H''{aq) — AV^aq) + jHjOU) (4)

6H\aq) + 6e' ^ H2{g) (5)

Oxide from equation (2) contributes to build sidewalls during the anodization.

The reaction of equation ( 1 ) is faster than that of equation (4) to form pores. Equation (4)

is the reaction that distinguishes the porous-t}pe film from the barrier-t}'pe film. During

the pore fonning procedure, reaction of equation (4) occurs at the center of the bottom,

where the electric field is higher than other areas due to the thinner oxide layer.

Metzger et al explained the formation of uniform pores by the provision of oxide

at the intersection between sidewalls and the pore bottoms. At those area the reaction of

equation (2) occurs, not that of equation (4).

2.3. Experimental

The electrochemical cell for anodization of aluminum is composed of an anode, a

cathode. electrol>te solution, and a power supply (Figure 2.3). Platinum was purchased
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from Aldrich and is used as the cathode. Aluminum foil with 99.99% and 99.999% purity-

were purchased from Aldrich or Alfa Aesar and used as the anode. Agilent DC E3616A

and E3612A were used as power supplies for electropolishing and anodization.

respectively.

Figure 2.3. Electrochemical cell for the fabrication ofAAO membrane.

Purchased aluminum foil was ground using sandpaper and rinsed with acetone,

ethanol and then deionized water. It is important to make a smooth surface of aluminum

b>- electropolishing before anodization for regular pore fabrication. This pretreated

aluminum foil was electropolished in percliloric acid-ethanol solution (4:1 mixture of

70% perchloric acid and ethanol) at 20V for 10 minutes at 4 °C. The electropolished ai-ea

of aluminum possessed a shiny surface. After electropolishing. the aluminum foil was

rinsed with ethanol and deionized water.
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This pretreated aluminum foil was mo\'ed to an electrochemical cell ^^"ith 0.3M

oxalic acid solution for the first anodization. The voltage ranged from 30V to 50V. and

the temperature ranged from 4 °C to 15 °C. Voltages above 50V destroyed the aluminum

foil during the anodization. The anodization time is between 6 and 12 hours.

The alumina film from the first anodization w as remo\ ed by chemical etching,

which is a procedure to dissoh e o.xide film selecti\ eh'. The sample was dipped in a

mixture of 0.2 M chi'omic acid and 0.4 M Phosphoric acid solution for 2 to 4 hours at 60

"C. The remaining aluminum w as rinsed w ith deionized water.

The conditions for the second anodization were the sanie as the first anodization.

including \ oltage and temperatm-e. The anodization time is usualh longer than the first

anodization. between 8 to 20 hours, follow ed b} rinsing with deionized water.

The sample at this step shows a long-range order w ith aluminum on one side. A

membrane, which has open pores in both sides, can be obtained by dissolving the

aluminum part with saturated mercuric chloride solution and pore-opening w ith 5%

phosphoric acid solution. Saturated mercuric chloride was purchased from LabChem. Inc.

After aluminum was dissolved, the remaining alumina film has thin barrier film on the

side that was attached to the aluminum. This barrier film is dissolved by 5% phosphoric

acid solution. The 5% phosphoric acid solution also can dissolve the wall of the pores,

which leads to pore-widening.

2.4. Results

Figure 2.4 shows SEM images of oxide film after the first anodization and second

anodization. The top surface of the oxide film after the first anodization shows
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Figure 2.4. SEM images ofAAO membrane surfaces after the first anodization (a), aiid

the second anodization (b).
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randomly located pores, and the surface of the oxide film after the second anodization

show s well-ordered pores. It is noted that this reanodization procedure provides much

improved regularit>".

The size of the pores (Dp) aiid the distance between the pores (pore-to-pore

distance. Dc) are two factors that can chai-acterize AAO membrane (Figure 2.5). The pore

size is the determining factor of commensurabilit)' of block copoh mer inside the pores.

The pore-to-pore distance can be important factor for potential purpose such as magnetic

storage, and determines the ma.ximum pore size during the pore-w idening procedure.

Figure 2.5. Ideal hexagonal porous alumina film.

Figure 2.6 show s SEM images of anodic alumina film after the second

anodization at 4 °C at 30V. 40V. and 50V. The pore size was measured as 20 nm. 30 nrn.

and 40 nm. respectively, and the pore-to-pore distance was measured as 80 nm. 100 nm.

Dc

Dp
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and 120 nm. respectively. In the case of anodization at 4 °C. both the pore size and the

pore-to-pore distance increase as the voltage increase.

Figure 2.7 shows SEM images of anodic alumina film after the second

anodization at 15 °C at 30V. 40V. and 50V. The pore size was measured to be 50 nm in

every case, and the pore-to-pore distance was detemiined to be 80 nm. 100 mn. and 120

nm. respectiveh'. In the case of anodization at 15 "^C. the pore size was not affected by the

voltage and the pore-to-pore distance increased as the voltage increased, similar to the

case of 4 °C.

The different behavior of determining pore size at different temperature can be

explained by measuring the current of the electrochemical cell. The cuiTent has been

monitored during the anodization procedures. The cmTent increases quickh' right after the

anodization starts, and decreases after several minutes, then stabilizes until the

anodization fails. Figure 2.8 (a) shows the relationship between the current and the pore

size, and Figure 2.8 (b) shows the relationship between the voltage and the pore-to-pore

distance. The current is proportional to the pore size until the pore size reaches its

maximum, and the voltage is proportional to the pore-to-pore distance in this range. As

stated in section 2.2. the electric current plays an important role in the pore fonning

process by dissolving the oxide layer. Therefore, higher current produces larger pore size

within a certain range.

After the second anodization. the aluminum is dissolved in a saturated mercuric

chloride solution. The remaining anodic alumina has a thin barrier-film left on the

aluminum-attached side. This film can be removed by 5% phosphoric acid solution.

Figure 2.9 shows the anodic alumina after dissolving aluminum (a), and after dissolving
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the thin barrier-fihri (b). Figure 2.10 shows an example of an anodic alumina membrane

in different perspective.

In these experimental conditions, the maximum pore size was 50 nm after the

second anodization. Therefore, an additional procedure ^\•as needed to produce anodic

alumina membranes \\ ith greater than 50 imi pore size. The anodic alumina samples were

treated with 5% phosphoric acid at 30 °C for between 20 minutes and 60 minutes, and the

fmal pore size expanded up to 100 nni. proportional to the time. Figure 2. 11 shows a

result of pore-widening. The pore size was enlarged from 50 mii to 75 mn b\' treating

with 5% phosphoric acid solution for 20 minutes.
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Figure 2.6. SEM images ofAAO membrane surfaces under different voltage conditions

4 °C in 0.3M oxalic acid solution at 30V (a), at 40V (b), and 50V (c).
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Figure 2.7. SEiM images ofAAO membrane surfaces under different voltage conditions at

15 °C in 0.3M oxalic acid solution at 30V (a), at 40V (b). and 50V (c).
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Figure 2.8. (a) Variation of pore diameters of AAO membranes as a function of current,

(b) variations of pore-to-pore distances as a function of voltage.
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Figure 2.9. SEM images ofAAO membrane surfaces before pore-opening (a) and after

pore opening (b) using 5% phosphoric acid solution for 15 min.
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Figure 2.10. SEM image of an AAO membrane after dissolving aluminum using saturated

mercuric chloride solution. Scale bar: 200 nm.
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Figure 2.11. Pore widening procedure using 5% phosphoric acid solution for 20 min at 30

°C. (a) SEM image ofAAO surface before pore-widening procedure, (b) SEM image of

AAO surface after pore-widening procedure.
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CHAPTER 3

POLYSTYRENE-POLYBUTADIENE BLOCK COPOLYMER NANORODS

3.L Introduction

The microphase-separated phases of block copoh mers have been wideh- studied

from both theoretical and experimental perspectives, and with regard to various

applications. The factors which determine the phases of a block copoh mer include the

interaction parameter x and the degree of polymerization N. The simplest form of block

copoh mer is a diblock copolymer. \\ hich is a linear polymer composed of two different

blocks that can form various morphologies in the bulk: bod> -centered cubic spheres,

hexagonalh-packed c\linders. bi-continuous gyroids. and alternating lamellae.'

These various morphologies can acquire additional possibilities by locating the

block copolymers under certain boundan" conditions: novel structures can form due to the

confinement. The most wideh^ studied confinement is a one-dimensional surface t\pe,

either on a flat surface with open air or between parallel walls. Boltau ei al. showed that

the structures of polymer blends can be determined by the pre-patterned surface

structure.' Lambooy et al. investigated the structure of lamella-forming block copolymers

confined on silicon wafers.^ Another confined structures, such as cylindrical pores or

spheres, can be useful for special purposes.

\\Tien block copolymers are confined geometrically, their structures should be

affected b> the confinement and surface interactions. For example, when a s>'mmetric

block copolymer is introduced into c>'lindrical pores, a concentric ring structure is
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expected, owing to the shape of the pore. In this case, there are additional factors that

need to be considered over those for a bulk block copolymer. First, the interaction

between polymer segments and the alumina surface is expected to play a roll in

determining phase behavior. Second, the commensurability of the block copolymer needs

to be considered because a block copolymer is located in a confined pore, the diameter of

which can affect the block copoh mer morpholog}'.

One of the fundamental scientific interests of microphase-separated block

copolymers in confined s\'stems lies in the breaking of symmetry in the structure and the

role of commensurability. as introduced in Chapter 1. Examples of block copolymers in

one dimensional confinement, sandwiched between two planes, and two dimensional

confinement, confined in trough were explained. Cylindrical confinement is of particular

interest since many situations ai-e met in nature where such confinement influences phase

behavior. In addition to confinement, cylindrical nanopores force a curvature on the

morphology. So both commensm*ability between the pore diameter and natural period and

the imposed curvature can strongly influence the morphology of the confined system.

Molecular modeling or cornputer simulation has been a powerful tool for

predicting the structure of block copolymers in confined geometr}'. The number of

interaction pairs between segments and/or surface inside confinement is much smaller

than that of bulk, which reduces the calculation time. He et al. showed that a svinmetric

block copolymer forms stripe, circle, core-multishell. and multibarrel-layer structure

depending on the boundaries using a Monte Carlo simulation method."^ Sevink et al.

predicted that a symmetric block copolymer can form two different structures inside

cylindrical pores depending on the interaction between wall and polymer using a d> namic
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densit) functional method: slab morphology for neutral interaction and dartboard

morphoiog}- for stronger preferential interaction/^ Li et al. expanded the possible structure

of diblock copolymers inside cylindrical pores using self-consistent mean tleld theory.^

(Figure 3.1 ) Yu et al. predicted structiu-es of as\mmetric diblock copohmers inside

c\iindrical pores using a lattice model. ' (Figure 3.2)

oooo
OOoO

n

m
M

LC2 1-6

2-S

Figure 3.1. Monomer densit} plots of the 21 nanostructured phases formed in the 8.5 Rg
radius pores.

^
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Figure 3.2. Self-assembled morphologies as a function of the ratio D lo for different wall-

polymer interactions.^

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the structures of diblock copolymers

inside cylindrical nanopores. Polystyrene-6-polybutadiene (PS-/)-PBD) nanorods were

prepared using membranes of various size pores, including both commercial and self-

prepared membranes. It is noted that the surface energy of PBD is lower than that of PS

(Table 4.1) and neither has preferential interaction with the alumina surface. Therefore,

the research was focused on their commensurabilit}', not the effect from surface. The

morphology of diblock copolymers, both symmetric and asymmetric, confined in

cylindrical nanopores. is addressed. At some ratios of the pore diameter to the natural

period of the copolymer, new morphologies are found that cannot be accessed by an\

other means and have potential use for the fabrication of isolated nanostructures.
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3.-. Experimental

Anodized aluminum membranes. Anodisc 0.2 ).im. were purchased from

W hatman. Inc. These membranes are free-standing discs w ith a diameter of 13 mm and a

thickness of 60 |im. The membranes are comprised of straight, cy lindrical pores, oriented

normal to the disc surface. The pores range in diameter from -100 mn to -350 nm.

Some pores impinge on one another forming larger, non-circular pores.

Symmetric and asy mmetric diblock copolymers of styrene and butadiene {PS-b-

PBD) were purchased from Polymer Sources. The asymmetric PS-/)-PBD had a number

a\ erage molecular weight. .\/„. of 42.000 and a poly dispersity. AU/Mn. of 1.03 with a

\ olume fraction of -0.3 PBD. The bulk morphology consists of PBD cy linders in a PS

matrix with a cylinder-to-cy linder distance of -29.1 mii. as measured by small angle X-

ray scattering (SAXS). The sy mmetric PS-/^-PBD had a 3/„ of 42.000 with MJMn of

1 .03 with a \'olume fraction of -0.5 PBD. The bulk morphology was lamellar with an

equilibrium period of -29.6 nm (SAXS).

Figure 3.3 shows a schematic diagram of the process used to introduce the

copolymer into the cylindrical alumina pores. Films (-15 |.mi in thickness) of the

copoly mers were solvent cast from toluene solutions onto glass slides and dried. The

aluminium oxide membrane was then placed on top of the copolymer film. The assembly

was heated to 125 °C. which is above the glass transition temperatures of both blocks.

The copolymer melt entered into the pores of the membrane Visl capillary action. After

annealing for 24 h under vacuum, the copolymer/membrane assembly was quenched to

room temperature. The alumina membrane was removed using 5 ^y^% sodium hydroxide

(water/methanol-8v:2v). Iea\'ing an array of copoly mer nanorods protruding from the
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membrane

Figure 3.3. Preparation of block copolymer nanorods using AAO membrane.
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copolymer film like the bristles of a brush. The morphology of the copoh mer nanorods

was investigated using a JEOL 6320 model scanning electron microscope at an

accelerating voltage of 5 kV. Bright field transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

studies \\ ere conducted \%"ith a JEOL lOOCX TEM operating at an accelerating \ oltage of

100 kV. To prepare TEM specimens, the copol> mer film with protruding nanorods was

stained with OSO4. embedded in an epox} resin, and cured at 60 T for 24 h. Ultrathin

sections were prepared using a Leica Ultracut microtome equipped with a diamond knife.

3.3. Results

3.3.1. Formation of PS-/?-PBD nanorods

Figure 3.4 shows SEM micrographs of the asymmetric copohmer nanorods after

complete remo^al of the alumina membrane template. As can be seen, the surfaces of the

nanorods are smooth and of uniform length. The nanorods have a high aspect ratio, ~

15:1. and after being freed from the nanoporous template, the nanorods could not stand

perpendicular to the remaining copolymer film, but collapsed onto each other. When

shorter columns (-5:1 aspect ratio) were prepared by reducing the time allowed for the

copolymer to be pulled into the nanopores. individual copolymer nanorods could be

observ'ed (as shown in Figure 3.4). The surface la\"er of the copolymer nanorods was PBD

(as discussed later). Since PBD has a glass transition temperature - - 95 °C. the surfaces

of the nanorods are tack)' at room temperature and the nanorods are seen to cluster

together at their tips, like stacks of wheat. At higher magnifications, the top surfaces of

the columns are dark, suggesting a depression in center of the nanorod ends.
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Figure 3.4. SEM micrographs of PS-Z)-PBD nanorods after removing alumina membrane
Scale bars: 500 nm (a) and 1 [im (b).'^
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This depressed center is consistent with a meniscus at the end of the nanorod. indicating

that the copol} iner wet the pore walls.

The generation of the nanorods uses capillan' force to drive the copolymer melt

into the c} lindrical nanopores. The capillan force originates from a reduction in free

energ> b\ replacing the air'wall interface w ith a copohnier/w all interface. If the capillar)'

force is positi\ e. i.e. if the contact angle between the copoh mer melt and the capillar}

wall is less than 90°. the copohmer spontaneously fills the capillar) .'" The ma.ximum

height the copohmer melt can rise w ithin the capillar) can. to a first approximation, be

obtained by"

humx = [2 /copolymer air C0S6' ) / { pgr ) ( 1

)

where /7ma\ is the maximum height, /copohmer air is the surface tension at the

polymer/air interface. 6 is the contact angle at the copolymer/capillar)' wall interface, pis

the densit}" of the copolymer, g is the gravitational constant, and /• is the pore radius. The

contact angle, estimated from the meniscus seen in the cross-sectional TEM image

(discussed later), is - 80''. The surface tension of polybutadiene is ~ 30 mN/m. Using a

PS-/7-PBD densit)' of 0.95 g/cm"* and pore diameter 200 nm, a maximum height of 1 1 .2 m

is obtained from Equation 1 . This result indicates that the length and aspect ratio of the

copoh mer nanorods ma)' be made quite large.

The time required to fill the nanopores with the copoh mer can be estimated

by'""

/ = 2 I]-- I
( R /copolx mer air COS (9 ) (2

)

where t is the time. /; the \'iscosit) of the copoh'mer melt, z is the length of the capillary,

and R the hydraulic radius (the cross-sectional area of a stream divided by the wetted
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perimeter, here R = 0.5 r ). The viscosity of PS-/)-PBD is about 10^ Pa-s." According to

Equation 2. Ms ^ 26 h for the copolymer melt to fill the cylindrical pores to a height of

-

5 ).mi. It should also be noted that in the ahoxe calculation, the microphase separation of

the block copolymer melt was not considered and the PS-Z>-PBD is in the strong

segregation limit. The microphase separation should retard or even stop the flow of the

copolymer meh into the nanopores. Taking these points into consideration, the calculated

time is in remarkably good agreement with the actual time of 24 h used experimentalh'.

3.3.2. Symmetric PS-^-PBD nanorods

The morphology of symmetric block copolymer is expected as multiban'el-layers.

with a concentric ring structure normal to the axis cut. Concentric structures with

commensurate condition inside cylindrical pores are illustrated in Pigure 3.5. It is noted

that the phase in the middle is the same as the outermost phase when D/Lq is an e\'en

number and the phase in the middle is different from the outermost phase when D/Lq is an

odd number.

D/Lo = 2 D/Lo = 3

Figure 3.5. Schematic illustrations of expected structure of bulk lamellar-forming block

copoh mers inside c) lindrical pores under commensurate condition, a) in case of D/Lq =

2. the number of cylinders becomes 2. b) In case oiD/Lo = 3. the number of cylinders

becomes 3.
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Figure 3.6 shows TEM cross-sectional images of samples, microtomed normal to

the nanorod axis and along the nanorod axis, for nanorods of s} mmetric PS-/)-PBD s.

Alternating dark (PBD) and bright (PS) lines parallel to the nanorod axis were observed

from the \ie\\ along the nanorod axis (Figure 3.6 (a)), with PBD preferential!) located at

the interface with the pore wall. When the lamellar PS-A-PBD nanorods were cut normal

to the nanorod axis, a morpholog} composed of concentric rings was seen, as shown in

Figure 3.6 (b). The outermost ring in contact with the pore wall was PBD. consistent with

the other cross-section. These results indicate that under this c} lindrical confmement.

w here the diameter of the conlining pore is large in comparison to the period, the

sy mmetric PS-/)-PBD copoh mer forms a concentric multi-c> linder or multi-barrel

moipholog) . with one component preferentialh' segregated to the walls. This result is

consistent with the molecular simulation results introduced in section 3.1.

Due to the variation in pore diameter of the commercial membrane, a morphology

change was observed as the pore diameter changed, as shown in Figure 3.7. The

outermost layer contacting the pore wall was always PBD. Howev er, the phase in the

center could be either PS or PBD, depending on the pore diameter, indicating the number

of PS or PBD layers, as demonstrated in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.8 show s a plot of the

number of cylinders as a function of the ratio of the pore diameter to the equilibrium

period of the copolymer in the bulk. D/Lq. As the pore diameter decreases, the number of

rings decreases unifonnly. and the concentric ring morphology with an outermost PBD

layer is maintained. However, the number of rings undergoes a series of discrete

decreases from n + \ to n c>iinders where n is an integer. The apparent repeat period is

measured b\' dividing the diameter of the nanorods by the number of periods. For the
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Figure 3.7. TEM images of bulk lamellai--foniiing PS-z'i-PBD structures in pores of

various diameter. Scale bars: 100 mn.'^
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Figure 3.8. Number of c\linders vs. pore diameter normalized b>' the equilibrium repeat

period.
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TEM images shown in Figure 3.7. all the measured apparent repeat periods are greater

than the bulk equilibrium period of 29.1 nm, and a maximum of -44 nm is measured

when the number of cylinders is four and a minimum of -32 nm when the number of

cylinders is seven. This result indicates that the confinement causes a perturbation of the

fundamental period of the copolymer and, the smaller the pore, the more significant is the

perturbation. This, of course, must be the case, since the confinement can be distributed

o\ er more la} ers in the thicker nanorods and the amount of the distortion to each period

decreases with an increasing number of layers.

A novel morpholog}' forms in the pores when the pore diameter is made smaller

than those of commercial membranes, becoming comparable to the equilibrium period Zo

and when DILq is not an integer (i.e. incommensurate). TEM images of lamellar PS-/)-

PBD (lo = 17.6 nm) in 45 nm diameter pores (D / Lq- 2.6) are shown normal to and along

the pore axes (Figures 3.9 (a) and (c). respectively). Here, D and lo are incommensurate.

With planar surfaces, a compressed lamellar morphology would be seen. Howe\'er. in the

cylindrical geometry, the high degree of curvature imposed on the planar lamellae

morphology produces a fundamental change in the structure. Normal to the rod axis,

concentric layers are observed with PBD located at the centers and w"alls of the nanorods.

Along the axes of the nanorods, a stacked PS lamellar structure is seen, with a central

spine and outer edges of PBD. Thus, a morphological transition from a lamellar to a

stacked disc or torus-type structure is seen. This morphology, forced on the block

copolymer by curvature and incommensurability represents a fundamentally new

morphology that is not accessible b) other means.
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Figure 3.9. TEM cross-sectional images of bulk lamellar-fomiing PS-/7-PBD nanorods.

(a. b) Views across nanorod axis; (c, d) Views along the nanorod axis; (a, c) DILq = 2.6

and (b. d) DIU - 1 .9. Scale bars: 50 nm.'"
'^
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As the Z)/Zo further decreases, another transfer in morpholog}" occurs. Sho\\"n in

Figures 3.9 (b) and (d) are TEM images of PS-b-PBD (In = 17.6 nm) in 45 nm pores

{d/Lo-\.9). Here, only a central core of PS. surrounded by a layer of PBD. is observed.

The formation of onh' one period in the pore of d/Lo-\.9 requires a significant

deformation of the block copolymer chains but. due to the strong immiscibility of PS and

PBD and favorable interfacial interactions ofPBD with the pore w alls, a lamellar

moipholog}' persists.

3.3.3. Asymmetric PS-b-PBS nanorods

Figure 3.10 (a) shows the cross-sectional TEM images both along the nanorod

axis and normal to the nanorod axis of bulk cy linder-forming PS-/^-PBD confined \\ ithin

the cylindrical nanopores. A meniscus is clearl) seen at the end of the copolymer

nanorods. which is the signature of the capillar}- rise. Within the nanorods. the

microphase-separated morphology of the copolymer was well developed. It can be seen

that the PBD preferentially segregated to both the interface with the nanopore wall and

the free surface, highlighting the edges of the columns. Within the columns, the PBD

cylinders appeared as dark lines parallel to the axes of the nanorods. At the top of the

nanorods is an air surface and a change in the orientation of the cylindrical domains

occurred, as evidenced by the dark dots for the PBD cylinders.

Figure 3.10 (b) shows a cross-sectional TEM image for the PS-6-PBD nanorods

cut normal to the nanorod axis. A rim of PBD is seen around the edges of the sections,

which is consistent with the sections cut along the nanorod axis, and within the rim are

circularl) shaped PBD domains. These results indicate an orientation ofPBD cy linders
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Figure 3.1 1. TEM cross-sectional images of bull<; cylinder-forming PS-/)-PBD nanorods in

different diameter along with the corresponding fast Fourier transfonns. Scale bars: 100

nm.
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along the pore axes. As stated in chapter 3.3.2. the shape and size of the nanopores of the

commercial alumina template are not uniform. Consequently, the structure of the

copolymer nanorods also varied in different pores. This variation pro\ ided a means to

probe the identical sample under different conllnement conditions. Figure 3.11 shows

some of the morphologies observed for the bulk c>iinder-forming PS-/)-PBD confined

within the nanopores having different geometr> . For each image, a fast Fourier was

obtained to anah ze the packing of the c> lindrical microdomains. It can be seen that the

he.xagonal packing of the cyUnders w as maintained but some deformation of the

microdomains and grain boundaries w ere seen due to the shape of the pores. How ever,

for nearh circular pores, onh' one grain w as found for the c> lindrical microdomains. As

the pore diameter decreased, few er c\ linders were confined in the pores, and for a pore

diameter of about 120 mn {DILq - 4.1). onh' sex en c> linders were formed w ithin the pore.

If the pore diameter decreases to -56-66 nm {DILq = -1 .9 - 2.3). a single PBD

cylinder domain in the center and a PBD rim contacting the pore wall were observed, as

showii in Figure 3.12 (a) and (c). Viewing along the nanorod axis. Figure 3.12 (a), shows

clearly an undulation along the interface of PS domains w ith PBD center and rim. This

undulation arises from the severe geometric confinement and is a precursor for a change

in the morphology. For the cases with pore diameters of -33 - 45 nm (D/Iq = 1 . 1 - 1.5),

the cross-sectional TEM images in Figure 3.12 (b) and (d) show that the microphase-

separated morphology of the copoh mer is well-developed w ith the low er surface-energy

PBD domain still located at the pore walls, highlighting the edges of the nanorods.

However, the alignment of c} lindrical domains along the rod axis, which occurs when

DILo > 4.1. is no longer observed. Rather, dark lines are seen at a constant angle with
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respect to the nanorod axis, indicating tliat PBD fomis a helical structure, while

maintaining contact with the pore walls. The pitch is measured to be -30 nm. quite close

to Iq. Figure 3.12 (b) shows a TEM image normal to the nanorod axis of the PS-/>PBD

prepared in -33-45 nni diameter pores. The structure of the cross-section consists of only

two domains. PS at center and a PBD ring outside. At the imier interface of the PBD

rings, two to four small PBD protrusions are seen. e\'enh' distributed around the PS

center. This indicates that, depending on Z)/Zo- multiple helices are formed. It is. howe\ er.

clear that the morphoiog} has changed from simple cylinders oriented along the axis of

the nanorods to a morphoiog}' that is helical in nature.

The morphology of bulk sphere-forming copolymers confined within the

cylindrical nanopores was also investigated. For cases with DILq > 3.2. the PBD phase

preferentialh' segregates to the pore wall, whh spherical PBD domains aligned along the

nanorod axis (Figure 3.13 (a)). However, a fluctuation is clearly seen along the interface

between outmost PBD layer and the PS phase. In the bulk, the morphology consists of

PBD spheres in a PS matrix. Within the nanopores. PBD adsorbs to the curved walls of

the alumina pores, forcing the opposite curvature on the PS domain. When the pore

diameter is decreased to D/Lq - 3.2. the reduction in surface energy by wetting the pore

walls with a PBD layer cannot balance the energy loss in deforming the spherical PBD

domains and force an opposite curvatme on the PS domain. Hence, unlike the lamellar

and cylindrical copolymers under severe cylindrical confinement, the outmost PBD layer

is no longer observed for the spherical microdomain case (Figure 3.13 (b)). Rather, two

lines ofPBD spheres are seen making a constant angle w ith respect to the nanorod axis,

possibly indicating the formation of a helical string of PBD spheres.
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Figure 3.12. TEM cross-sectional images of bulk cylinder-forming PS-Z)-PBD nanorods.

(a. b) Views normal to the nanorod axis; (c. d) Views along the nanorod axis: (a. c) DILo

= 1.9-2.3: and (b. d) Z)/Zo= 1.1-1.5. Scale bars: 50 nm.'"
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Figure 3.13. TEM cross-sectional images of bulk sphere-fomiing PS-Z?-PBD nanorods.

Views along nanorod axis: (a) DILq > 3.2: (b) D/Lq = 3.2. Scale bai's: 50 nm.^"

3.4. Conclusions

Self-assembly under c} lindrical geometric confinement was discussed for PS-b-

PBB diblock copolymers that form lamellar, cylindrical, and spherical microdomain

morphologies. Under this cylindrical confinement, the microphase-separation is well

developed. At larger ratios of the pore diameter to the copoh mer natural period D/Lo. the

copolymers retain their alternating lamellar, hexagonal-packed cylindrical, and body-

centered cubic spherical morphologies, respecti\'ely. and the microdomains align along

the pore axis due to the preferential wetting of the pore wall with the PBD block.

However, confinement effects are found to distort the natural packing of the

microdomains and cause an apparent deviation of the repeat period from the bulk values.

Under severe confinement, where the pore diameters are comparable to the equilibrium

period of the copolymer, morphologies different than those observed in the bulk are seen.

Stacked toruses. helical cylinders, and helical strings of spherical structures were seen for

lamellar, cylindrical, and spherical copolymers, respectively. These morphologies, forced
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on the block copolymer by cunatiire and incommensurability, are not accessible by other

means.
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CHAPTER 4

POLYSTYRENE-POLYMETHYLMETHACRYLATE BLOCK COPOLYMER
NANORODS

4. 1 . Introduction

The microphase-separated structui-es of block copolymers under cylindrical

confinement have been discussed for the case of PS-Zj-PBD in Chapter 3. The

commensurabilit\' of the block copolymer domains and the large curvature of pores play

the roles in developing novel structm-es which have not been accessed b}' other means. In

the case of PS-^-PBD. the interaction between the polymer blocks and the template

surface is not a changeable factor. The surface energ>' ofPBD at the processing

temperature is lower than that of PS, and provides preferential affmit) of PBD to the

alumina surface (Table 4.1). The novel structures of PS-^-PBD are based on this

condition.

Another important factor for the PS-^-PBD system is that this block copolymer is

in the strong segregation regime, which means that xN of the system is much larger than

1 . The interaction between the blocks should be one of the factors which determine the

structure of block copolymers inside the nanopores along with commensurability.

interface chemistr}' and large curvature.

PS-Zi-PMMA is an interesting material for its features relative to PS-/>-PBD. First.

PS-6-PMMA is in the weak segregation regime, therefore the microphase-separated

structures inside cylindrical pores are expected to be different from those of PS-/>-PBD at

the same conditions. Second, the surface energ>- of PS and PMMA at the processing
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temperature is quite similar (Table 4. 1 ) and the aftlnit} of one block to the alumina

surface is determined by the pendant groups, not by surface energy differences. In this

case, the carbonyl group makes PMMA. relativeh" more polar than PS with a phenyl

pendant group. Polar PMMA has an affmit\ to the polar alumina surface \\ ith aluminols:

h\drogen bonding can be em isioned. Tliird. one component of PS-A-PMMA can be

eliminated with ease. PMMA can be eliminated b) being exposed to UV and treated with

acetic acid. The empt\' space can be filled with other material, such metals with magnetic

properties, and the composites can expand their potential applications based on the

various structures of block copolymer microphase separation.

Table 4.1. Surface tension of polystj rene. poh butadiene. and polymeth) Imethacniate (y.

mN/m = d>n/cm).'

20 °C 150 °C 200 °C

PS

Mv=44000 40.7 31.4 27.8

Mn=9300 39.4 31.0 27.7

M„=1700 39.3 29.2 25.4

PBD

Mn=5400 43.1 28.8 23.3

PMMA

M=3000 41.1 31.2 27.4

The interaction between each block of the block copolymer and the surface of

the template, which is alumina in tliis experiment, can be controlled in many ways. In the

case of PS-/)-PMMA. the factor wliich differentiates one block from the other is polarit}'.
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Therefore, changing polarity is a way to control the phase of PS-/)-PMMA inside the

alumina pores.

Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of the expected phase-inversion of bulk-lamellar

fomiing block copolymers inside cylindrical pores. In both cases. DILq is 2.

Figure 4.1 shows a schematic illustration of phase im'ersion of bulk lamellar-

forming block copolymer inside cylindrical pores. Bulk lamellar-forming diblock

copolymer is expected to form muhibarrel-layer structures as was described in Chapter 3.

It is assumed that the affinity to the template surface is changed from one block (white

one) to the other (grey one) by changing the surface properties of the alumina template.

The morphologies in Figure 4.1 are basically the same structure, but have different

outermost layer and middle phases. In both cases. Z)/Zo is 2 and the commensurate

condition is in force.

The alumina surface properties were changed b}- forming a self-assembled

monola}'er of octyltrimethoxysilane (OTMS) by silylation. OTMS has ad\'antages o\"er

alkyltrichlorosilanes (Section 1.3) and the octyl group is not too bulky to prevent self-

assembled monolayer formation in the convex curvature environment of pores, nor too

short to change the polarity of the surface by covering with meth\ l groups. Figure 4.2

shows an illustration of self-assembled monola> er formation ofOTMS on a flat alumina

surface.
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The purpose of this chapter is to in\"estigate the structures of PS-ZvPMMA inside

cylindrical nanopores and the effect of the template surface properties on these block

copolymer morpholog> . PS-/7-PMMA nanorods were prepared using two kinds of

membranes w ith different polarity : an untreated, polai' alumina membrane and aii OTMS-

treated. non-polar alumina membrane. The research observ ed in this chapter was focused

on the effects of surface properties of the template, as \\ ell as the block copolymer

commensurabilit) . The morpholog}- of SN nimetric and as>nimetric PS-Z)-PMMA confined

in cylindrical nanopores of both untreated and OTMS-treated alumina membranes is

addressed.

Figure 4.2. a) Oct> ltrimetho.\> silane (OTMS). b) Self-assembled structure of OTMS on

metal o.xide surface.

4.2. Experimental

A s> nimetric PS-/>-PMMA was purchased from Polymer Sources. Inc. with M„ of

51.000. The volume fraction of PS in the copolymer is 0.49 with a polydispersit}' of 1.09.

The bulk morphology was lamellar with an equilibrium period of -32.0 nm. as measured

OCH, H,CO HO o^^^ o no^^^- o HO
\ ,

I
,

\ I \
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by SAXS. Asymmetric PS-6-PMMA s with a PS volume fraction of ^0.7 were

synthesized by anionic polymerization, having an Mn of 178.000. 76.200 and 56.800. The

bulk morphology consists ofPMMA cylinders in a PS matrix with a cylinder-to-cylinder

distance of -51.0 nni. -35.0 nm. and -32.0 nm. respectively (SAXS).

Alumina membranes w ith 200 nm pore diameters w ere purchased from Whatman.

Inc.. as stated in chapter 3.2. In order to prepare alumina membranes with non-polar

properties, alumina membranes were treated w ith oct\'ltrimethox} silane (OTMS).

following a method for surface modification of silicon wafers." Plasma-cleaned alumina

membranes were held in a custom designed slotted holder and placed inside a flask with

0.5 ml of OTMS. The reaction was carried out at 70 °C for thi'ee da}'S. The modified

membranes were rinsed with toluene, hexane and ethanol and dried overnight under

vacuum at 60 °C. OTMS was purchased from Aldrich and used as recei\ ed.

The preparation of PS-^-PMMA nanorods using alumina membrane is similar to

that of PS-/)-PBD (Figure 3.3). The block copolymer was dissolved in toluene and cast on

a slide glass. The film was dried at 1 70 °C under vacuum for 2 days to remove the

solvent. The membrane was then placed on the dried block copolymer film and the

assembly was heated to - 210 °C to allow the polymer melt to be drawn into the pores by

capillary action. The polymer inside the membrane was annealed at 1 70 °C for 2.5 days

under vacuum, and then the membrane was dissoK'ed in an 80:20 mixture of 5% aqueous

NaOH solution and methanol, respectively.

A JEOL 6320 FXV field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) was

used to examine the nanorods. Free standing copolymer nanorods on a supporting film

were immersed in an epoxy resin for microtoming. Thin sections were stained w ith
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Rithenium tetroxide solution to selectively stain PS. A JEOL lOOCX transmission

electron microscope (TEM) was used to obseive the morphology within the nanorods.

The surface layers of the nanorods were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscop\

(XPS). A Ph\ sical Electronics QuantLuii 2000 spectrometer w ith an Al Ka X-ra>' source

was used at a spot size of 200 (.im at 41.4 W. Spectra were acquired at 45° take-off

angles.

4.3. Resuhs

4.3.1. Modification of alumina membrane

Sih lation of a Hat alumina surface allows mam' ways to characterize the

fomiation of the silane layer and the sui-face properties, including XPS. ellipsometr>'.

contact angle, and AFM. There is no simple method to characterize the modified pore

surface of alumina membranes due to their shape and accessibilit}'. The only way was to

break the untreated and treated membranes and analyze the broken surfaces by XPS.

Figure 4.3 shows XPS spectra of the membrane pore surfaces. The Si2s peak of the treated

membrane demonstrates that the alumina surface is modified by silanes. It is noted that

the cross sectioned surface is composed of both the treated pore surface and the untreated,

newly exposed membrane surface. Therefore, the results are only qualitative, not

quantitative interpretations. The modification of a flat aluminium surface using the same

silane coupling agent and its analysis was also performed, and is described in Appendix.

4.3.2. Formation of PS-/7-PMxVlA nanorods
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Figure 4.3. XPS spectra of the inside surface of the alumina membranes; (a) untreated

alumina membrane, (b) OTMS treated membrane.
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Figure 4.4. SEM micrographs of PS-/)-PMMA nanorods; (a) before ultrasound treatment,

(b) after ultrasound treatment.
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Figure 4.4 shows SEM micrographs of the symmetric PS-/?-PMMA nanorods after

complete remo\'al of the alumina membrane template (a), and separated nanorods from

the substrate film (b). The nanorods show smooth surfaces and polydispersity in length,

which is the result of ultrasound treatment. From Figure 4.4 (a), menisci are obsen ed on

the rods tops in the form of dark depressions, which indicate that the rods were formed

due to a capillary force, like the case of PS-^-PBD (chapter 3.3.1). The nanorods. which

were separated using ultrasound, show an aspect ratio - 8:1. and also show menisci at one

end of some nanorods.

4.3.3. S^^mn^etric PS-Z?-PMMA nanorods

Figure 4.5 shows TEM cross-sectional images of specimen microtomed normal to

the nanorod axis and along the nanorod axis, for nanorods of symmetric PS-/>-PMMA

made using a commercial AAO membrane. Alternating dark (PS) and bright (PMMA)

rings were observed from the view noiTnal to the nanorod axis (Figure 4.5 (a)), with

PMMA preferentially located at the interface with the pore wall. When these nanorods

were cut normal to the nanorod axis, lines parallel to the nanorod axis were seen, as

shown in Figure 4.5 (b). The outermost line in contact with the pore wall was PMMA,

consistent with the other cross-section. These results indicate that the symmetric VS-b-

PMMA copolymer forms a concentric multi-cylinder or multi-baiTel morpholog}' with

PMMA preferentially segregated to the walls. The diameter of the confining pore is large

in comparison to the period, as in the case of symmetric PS-/7-PBD (Section 3.3.2).

The relationship between the number of cylinders and the ratio of the pore

diameter to the equilibrium period of the copolymer in the bulk. D/Lo was also
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Figure 4.5. TEM cross-sectional images of symmetric PS-^-PMMA nanorods made using

an untreated alumina membrane, (a) View nomial to the nanorod axis, (b) View along the

nanorod axis. Scale bars: 200 nm.
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Figure 4.6. TEM images of symmetric PS-^-PMMA inside pores of various diameter.

Scale bars: 100 nm.

c
q: 6
4—
o
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^
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Figure 4.7. Number of cylinders vs. pore diameter normalized by the equilibrium repeat

period.
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in\ esiigated. The \ ariation in pore diameter of the commercial membrane pro\'ides a

morphology change as a function of the pore diameter. The outermost layer contacting the

pore wall was always PMMA. Howe\ er. the phase in the center could be either PS or

PMMA. depending on the pore diameter, hence the number of PS or PMMA Ia} ers. as

demonstrated in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.7 shows a plot of the number of cy linders as a

function DILq. As the pore diameter decreases, the number of rings decreases uniformly,

w hile the number of rings undergoes a series of discrete decreases from /? + 1 to n

c\ linders. The apparent repeat period is measm-ed b}- dix iding the diameter of the

nanorods by the number of periods. For the TEM images shown in Figure 4.6. the

apparent periods van from 38 nm to 50 mn w ithin the pores, while a period of 32 mn is

obser\ ed for bulk samples. As discussed in Chapter 3. these increases of periods indicate

a perturbation of the fundamental period of the copoh'mer caused by confinement and

curv ature of the nanopores.

Figure 4.8 shows the TEM cross-sectional images for nanorods of symmetric PS-

Z)-PMMA s made using OTMS treated commercial AAO membrane from two different

perspectives. Compared with Figure 4.5. note that the dark PS layer is located outermost

in both perspectives. Besides this phase inversion, other features are the same as those of

PS-/7-PMMA microphase structure formed inside untreated commercial AAO membrane.

This phase inversion is confirmed XPS analysis by verifying the outermost layer.

For a comparison purpose. C^ peaks ofPMMA and PS are shown in Figure 4.9 (a) and

(b). respectively.^ The Cis peak from PMMA shows a carbonyl group signal around 289

eV and the Cis peak from PS shows the ti^ tu* shake-up satellite peak around 292 eV.
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Figure 4.8. TEM cross-sectional images of symmetric PS-/>-PMMA nanorods made using

OTMS treated membrane, (a) View normal to the nanorod axis, (b) View along the

nanorod axis. Scale bars: 200 nm.
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Figure 4.9. Cis peaks of the surface of homogenous PS and PMMA: (a) PMMA (b) PS.
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Figure 4.10. Cis peaks of the surface of symmetric PS-/7-PMMA naiiorods. (a) From
untreated membrane, (b) From OTMS treated membrane.
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Figure 4.10 (a) and (b) shows Cu peak of PS-Zi-PMMA nanorods made from

untreated commercial AAO membrane, and from OTMS treated commercial AAO

membrane. respecti\ely. The comparison of ds peak of PS-Z'-PMMA in Figure 4. 10 with

the reference Cis peak in Figure 4.9 indicates that the PS-/>-PMMA nanorods made from

untreated commercial AAO membrane ha\ e a PMMA outermost la^ er. and the PS-^-

PMMA nanorods made from an OTMS -treated commercial AAO membrane ha\e a PS

outermost la\ er. consistent \\ ith the TEM results. This change in preferential segregation

arises from the change in interfacial interaction b> changing the polarit> of alumina

membrane surface.

Microphase-separated structures of s> nimetric PS-/>PMMA morpholog}' were

inx estigated when the D/Lo is less than 4. Figure 4.1 1 show s TEM cross-sectional images

for nanorods of sy mmetric PS-/)-PMMA s made using home made AAO membranes.

WTien D/Lo is ^ 3.75. number of cylinder is thi'ee with PS located outermost. The number

of cylinders becomes two when D/Lo is 2.2 and 1 .6. with PS located outermost. In all

cases, multi-barrel structures were maintained, although some fluctuation was observed.

No novel structures were observed as for PS-/)-PBD. This phase inversion is believ ed to

be due to the loss of selectiv e surface affinity from the frustration caused by large

curvature.

4.3.4. Asvmmetric PS-b-PMMA nanorods

Figure 4.12 (a) and (b) show cross-sectional TEM images normal to the nanorod

axis and along the nanorod axis, respective!}', of asymmetric, bulk cv linder-fonning PS-6-

PMMA with Mn of 56.800 confined witliin an untreated commercial membrane. It can
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Figure 4.1 1. TEM cross-sectional images of symmetric PS-Z)-PMMA nanorods. (a) DILo

- 3.75. View across nanorod axis. Scale bar: lOOnm; (b) DILo - 2.2. View along the

nanorod axis. Scale bar: 50 nm: (c) D/Zq - 1.6. View normal to the nanorod axis. Scale

bar: 50 nm.
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be seen that the PMMA (bright) is preferentially segregated to the interface with the

nanopore wall to form a rim. and the PMMA cylinders are hexagonally packed in a PS

matrix (dark) along the nanorod axis inside the rim. Figure 4.12 (c) and (d) shows the

cross-sectional TEM images normal to the nanorod axis and along the nanorod axis of

as}'mmetric PS-^-PMMA confmed \\ ithin an OTMS-treated conmiercial membrane. It is

obser\ ed that PS is preferentialh' segregated to the interface with the nanopore walls and

that the PMMA c>'linders are hexagonalh- packed in the PS matrix (dark) along the

nanorod axis. This phase inversion is also confirmed b}- XPS. Figure 4.13 (a) and (b)

show Cis peaks of PS-6-PMMA nanorods made using untreated conmiercial membrane

and OTMS-treated commercial membrane. respecti\'eh . The results indicate that the

outermost layer of asymmetric PS-/)-PMMA nanorods from untreated membrane is

PMMA and the outermost la)'er from OTMS treated membrane is PS. consistent w ith the

TEM results. This phase inversion is due to the change of polarit} of alumina surface by

modifying with OTMS. as in the case of symmetric PS-/j-PMMA (Section 4.3.3).

In this case. DILo is larger than 5. A smaller DILo case was investigated by using a

higher molecular weight asymmetric PS-Z)-PMMA. with Mn of 1 78,000 and U) of - 5

1

nm. In this case. DILo is less than 5. Figure 4. 14 (a) and (b) show the cross-sectional TEM

images normal to the nanorod axis and along the nanorod axis, respectively, of

asymmetric PS-Z)-PMMA with Mn of 1 78,000 confmed within an untreated commercial

membrane pores, and Figure 4.14 (c) and (d) show the cross-sectional TEM images

normal to the nanorod axis and along the nanorod axis, respective!)', of the same block

copoh mer confmed within an OTMS-treated menii rane. In comparison with Figure 4.5

and Figure 4.8. it should be noted that the PS is located at the membrane walls in both
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Figure 4.12. TEM cross-sectional images of bulk cylinder-forming PS-/>-PMMA

nanorods when D/Ln > 5. (a, b) From untreated membrane, (c. d) From OTMS-treated

membrane, (a, c) Views normal to the nanorod axis, (b, d) Vie\\ s along the nanorod axis.

Scale bars: 200 nm.
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Figure 4.13. C|s peaks of the surface of asymmetric PS-/)-PMMA nanorods with M„ of

56.800. (a) From untreated commercial membrane, (b) From OTMS-treated commercial

membrane.
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cases. Aside from this, the morpholog}" is unchanged. XPS experiments confimi this

result. Figure 4.15 shows that the asymmetric PS-/)-PMMA nanorods with Mn of 1 78.000

ha\'e PS outermost la\'ers when made using both untreated and OTMS-treated

commercial membrane.

In the case of OTMS-treated membrane, both a larger \ olume fraction of PS and

the affinit\' of PS to the modified alumina surface have a sy nergistic effect to form a

structure with a PS outennost la}'er. In the case of the untreated membrane, volume

fraction, which is an entropic term and surface affmit} . which is an enthalpic term, have

conflicting effects on the formation of the outermost later. A larger volume of PS leads to

a PS outermost layer, and the affinity of polar PMMA to the untreated alumina membrane

surface leads to a PMMA outeraiost layer. The result indicates that the surface affmit}- of

PMMA to the alumina template sufficient to overcome the entropic preference for PS to

form a contacting layer to alumina surface.

The same phenomenon is observed when the pore size is smaller than 100 nm so

that DILq is less than 5. Figure 4.16 (a) and (b) show the cross-sectional TEM images

normal to the nanorod axis and along the nanorod axis, respectively, of asymmetric PS-/>-

PMMA with Mn of 76,200 confined within an untreated home made membrane with 70

nm pore size. The DILo becomes - 2. It is obser\'ed that one string ofPMMA is buried in

PS matrix, contacting PS to the pore wall. This structure has a possibilit}' of potential

application for nanotubes or patterns for storage device. The XPS result confirms that PS

layer is located outermost (Figure 4. 1 7).

4.4. Conclusions
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Figure 4.14. TEM cross-sectional images of bulk cylinder-fomiing PS-/)-PMMA

nanorods when DILq < 5. (a. b) From untreated membrane, (c. d) From OTMS treated

membrane, (a. c) Views across the nanorod axis. (b. d) Views along the nanorod axis.

Scale bars: 200 nm.
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Figure 4.15. Ch peaks of the surface of asymmeU'ic PS-/>PMMA nanorods with Mn of

178,000. (a) From untreated commercial membrane, (b) From OTMS treated commercial

membrane.
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Figure 4.16. TEM cross-sectional images of bulk cylinder-forming PS-^-PMMA
nanorods when DILq is - 2.0. (a) View cross the nanorod axis, (b) View along the

nanorod axis.
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Figure 4.17. peak of the surface of as}'ninietric PS-Z)-PMMA nanorods from untreated

home made membrane, with DILq - 2.0.
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Self-assembh' under c}iindrical geometric confinement was discussed for PS-6-

PMMA diblock copolymers that form lamellar and c> lindrical morphologies. At larger

ratios of the pore diameter to the copolymer natural period D'U]. the copolymers retain

their alternating lamellar and hexagonal-packed c> lindrical morphologies, respectix ely.

with a PMMA la>'er contacting the pore w all. These phases can be in\ eiled h\ alumina

surface modification w ith OTMS. Tliis is due to the change of the polarit>' of template

surface b) forming nonpolai- monola} er on polar alumina surface.

How e\ er. at smaller D/Zo condition, the surface affmit> ofPMMA to the polar

alumina surface is not as strong as the larger D/Io condition. The lamellar forming PS-^-

PMMA exhibits PS outennost las ers w hen D/Io is less than 5 inside untreated alumina

pores, and the c}iinder-fomiing PS-Z^-PMMA nanorods have a PS outermost la> er when

Z)/Xo is less than 5 inside untreated alumina pores, which is counter to w hat w ould be

obser\'ed if the polar interaction betw een PMMA and the alumina surface dominated. The

case of asymmetric PS-/)-PMMA is explained that the enthalpic term due to the affinity

b)" polar interaction is not sufficient to overcome the system s entropy, which is

controlled by the volume fraction of the block copolymer.
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CHAPTER 5

PREPARATION OF COMPOSITE NANORODS USING CARBON DIOXIDE

5.1. Introduction

In Chapters 3 and 4, two kinds of block copolymer nanorods were prepared using

AAO membranes and their microphase separated structures inside cy lindrical pores were

investigated. These diblock copoly mers de\ eloped \'arious novel structures inside

cylindrical pores and suggested possibilities of potential applications. In this case, the

AAO membrane play s a role as a template to form a structured block copolymer. As

stated in Section 1.1. nanorods composed of two-components, or multi-components, have

wider possibilities for both theoretical research and application than homogeneous

nanorods.'

Nanorods or nanotubes can be prepared using AAO membrane from many

materials besides block copolymers, including dendrimers' and polyelectrohles.^
"^

Semicrystalline polymers are another interesting nano-template material which can form

nanorods. Semicrystalline polymers are composed of tw^o phases: a crystalline phase of

thin (order 10 nm) lamellar-shaped crystals and an amorphous phase consisting of inter-

lamellar tie chains, connecting adjacent cry'stal lamellae.

Ciystallization can be considered as a molecular self-assembly process. The

growth of ciystals and their final structures are affected by chain folding, lamellar

thickening, fractionation, or chain diffusion."^ When a polymer is confined w ith solid

surface, the ordering can be modified or frustrated. Most studies have focused on thin
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films on the solid substrates.
^"'^

Semiciystalline polymers confined inside cylindrical

nanopores provide unique opportunit) to research the effect of substrates on the

cry stallization kinetics and morphology.

Another interesting possibilit) of a multi-component nanorod is that this material

can be a template for preparing new composite materials w hile preser\ ing original nano-

structures by selecti\ e deposition of another material to one of the components. Preparing

composite materials has been a traditional method for de\ eloping materials with new

properties. a\ oiding much effort to s} nthesize a new molecule. The preparation of nano-

composite materials from poh mers can be accomplished b>- traditional methods. A target

material, such as carbon nanotubes'"''' or inorganic particles.'^"'"^ could be mixed with

poh mer or chemicalh' attached to the poh mer backbones.

As stated in chapter 1.4. using liquid or supercritical carbon dioxide as a medium

is a unique method to prepare composite materials starting from solid polymers. The

polymer/polymer composite material is prepared by polymerizing a different monomer

inside a solid polymer substrate. The properties of the substrate are thus modified because

the fmal product is actually a mixture of two polymers. Polymer/metal composites can be

prepared by introducing a metal precursor and reducing it to fonn metal clusters. The

final product can have additional properties because of the metal addition to the substrate.

An interesting feature of semicr} stalline pohmers as nano-templates is that CO2

normally swells only in the amoiphous region of the semiciystalline polymer, and

therefore subsequent reaction and modification occurs only in the amorphous regions.

This results in nano-composite materials original structure preserved, for instance lamella

of cry stalline stacks in the amoi-phous/polymer mixture matrix.
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The purpose of the research described in this chapter was to prepare two types of

composite nanorods from semiciystalline polymer using CO: as reaction medium:

polymer/poh mer nanorods by poh merization of monomer and poh mer/metal nanorods

b}' metal deposition inside semicrystalline poh'mer nanorods. Poly(4-meth}'l-l-pentene)

(PMP) nanorods are used as the substrate. For the preparation of poh'mer/polymer

nanorods. norbornene is polymerized in the amorphous regions ofPMP nanorods b> ring-

opening metathesis pohmerization (ROMP). The reaction scheme is shown in Figure 5.1.

ROMP of norbornene in liquid and supercritical CO2 using Grubbs catah st and

Sclii-ock s catalyst was studied by Fiirstner et al.}'''^^ and the preparation of

PMP/polynorbornene was studied b}- Cao et al}^

Figure 5.1 . Reaction scheme of polymerization of norbornene using Grubbs catalyst.

The polymerization of norbornene inside PMP was chosen for a particular reason.

The density of the crystalline and amorphous regions ofPMP is too similar to show-

sufficient contrast in TEM observation. The selecti\'e staining of the poh norbornene

n
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embedded in the amorphous region ofPMP by OSO4 enables the observation of

cry stalline/amorphous phases of the original PMP.

For the preparation of pohmer/metal nanorods. a typical organometallic precursor

for Pt deposition. dimethyl(cyclooctadiene)piatinum(Il) (CODPtMe:). was used. It has

se\ eral attractix e features as a precursor for Pt deposition in supercritical carbon dioxide

(Sc CO2). It is known that this precursor is reduced b\' hy drogen to gi\ e high purit}' Pt.

This reduction is autocatal\lic as described in Figure 5.2. producing high Pt content of

58.5%. Its low toxicity and heptane solubilit) indicate its good solubility in CO2 and

hydrocarbon polymers such as PMP.''''

Figure 5.2. Reduction of organometallic Pt precursor, dimethyl(cyclooctadiene)

platimun(II) (CODPtMe:). to Pt cluster using H:.""

5.2. Experimental

5.2.1. Materials

Poly(4-methyl-l-pentene) (PMP) of 26 g/10 min melt index was obtained from

Scientific Polymer Products, Inc. The procedure for the preparation of thin films from the

PMP pellets followed previous research.'^ The PMP pellets were melt-pressed into
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0.1mm thick films at 260 °C and 25.000 psi. cooled down to 100 °C by air and then by

cool water below 100 °C. The final film was transparent and not \"eiy fiexible. These

films were cut into proper sized specimen, usually 20 mm x 20 mm. larger than a

commercial alumina membrane (13 mm diameter). Commercial alumina membranes of

200nm pore size were pui'chased fi*om Whatman. Inc.

Norboraene and Bis(tric>'clohexylphosphine)benz}iidineruthenium(IV) dichloride

(Grubbs catal) st) were obtained fi'om Aldrich and used as received. Meth) lene chloride

was purified follo^\ing a reported procedure"' and stored under nitrogen in a dark area.

Ethyl vinyl ether and ethanol were obtained from Aldrich and used as received.

Dimethyl(cyclooctadiene)platinum(II) (CODPtMe:) was obtained from Aldrich and used

as received. Aqua regia was prepared by mixing 1 :4 concentrated nitric acid and

concentrated h}'drochloric acid, respectivel}-. Carbon dioxide (Coleman grade 99.99 %.

Merriam Graves) was passed through acti\'ated alumina and Q-5 catalyst (Englehard

Industries) to remove water and oxygen, respectively. A 1 OODM high-pressure syringe

pump (Isco Inc.) fitted with a heating/cooling jacket was used to deliver CO: at the

required pressure and temperature.

5.2.2. Preparation of PMP nanorods

A commercial alumina membrane was placed on a PMP film and the assembly

was placed in the gap of glass vacuum chamber, which is designed to place the assembly

on the hot plate under vacuum to avoid thermal degradation. (Figure 5.3) The whole set

was heated at 265 °C to induce capillar}- action of the PMP melt for 20 minutes under

vacuum. It is noted that the range of the processing temperature for a semicn stalline
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polymer is much narrow er that that for an amorphous polymer, because the viscosity of

semicr\ stalline polymer drops dramatically around its melting temperature.

Figure 5.3. Experimental setup for the preparation of semicr\'stalline polymer nanorods

using AAO membrane under vacuum.

5.2.3. Preparation of PMP/polvnorbornene nanorods using liquid CO2

After the alumina membrane was dissoh ed in a basic solution (Section 2.2). the

free-standing poh mer nanorods attached to film were soaked in a 4 mg/ml solution of

Grubbs catalyst in CH2CI2 for two hours. After soaking, the sample was rinsed with

CH2CI2 to remove any surface-adsorbed catalyst, and dried under vacuum to remove the

solvent inside the sample. The sample was then sealed in a stainless-steel reaction vessel

with norbomene, and CO2 was introduced into the vessel at 2000 psi and 23 °C. After 8

hours of reaction. CO2 w as vented into ethanol. and the sample was extracted with CO2
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several times to remove all iinreacted norbomene. Ethyl vinyl ether was added at the same

time to deacti\'ate the remaining catal> st.

A JEOL 6320 FXV field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) was

used to examine the nanorods. Free standing PMP/polynorbornene nanorods on a

supporting film were immersed in an epoxy resin for microtoming. Thin sections w ere

stained with osmium tetroxide \ apor to selectiveh' stain polynorbornene. A JEOL lOOCX

or 2000FX transmission electron microscope (TEM) was used to observe the morpholog}'

within the nanorods.

5.2.4. Preparation of PMP/Pt nanorods using Sc CO?

The PMP nanorods with substrate film were obtained after dissolving alumina

membrane as chapter 5.2.2. The sample was sealed in a reaction vessel with a certain

amount of CODPtMe: powder and CO: was introduced at 2000 psi at 40 °C. After 8

hom-s H2 was introduced into the reaction vessel at 3500 psi at the same temperature.

After 4 hours of reaction. CO2 was vented into ethanol, and the sample was rinsed with

aqua regia to remove Pt clusters on the surface.

A JEOL 6320 FXV field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) was

used to examine the nanorods. Free standing PMP/Pt nanorods on a supporting film were

immersed in an epoxy resin for microtoming. A JEOL lOOCX or 2000FX transmission

electron microscope (TEM) was used to obsene the morphology within the nanorods.

5.3. Resuhs

5.3. L PMP/polvnorbornene nanorods
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Figure 5.4. SEM micrographs of PMP nanorods. (a) Before ultrasound treatment, (b)

After ultrasound treatment. Scale bars: 2 [im (a): 1 ]xm (b).
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Figure 5.4 shows SEM micrographs of the PMP nanorods after complete removal

of the alumina membrane template (a), and separated nanorods from the substrate film

(b). These semicr\'stalline polymer nanorods stand straight from the film, contran- to the

amorphous polymer nanorods. The nanorods show smooth surfaces and polydispersit} in

length. This polydispersity can be either the result of ultrasound treatment or narrow

processing temperature range.

Figure 5.5 shows the TEM cross-sectional images for a bulk PMP/polynorbomene

composite. It is noted that norbornene can enters into amorphous and inter-lamellar

regions. The polymerization of norbornene monomer is initiated by the pre-embedded

catalyst. OSO4 stains the polynorbomene in these regions black. The white lines in the

TEM images have unifonn thickness, indicating a lamellai- structure. It is also noted that

this lamellar structure is formed in a nano-composite material, which is basicalh- blend

because there is no chemical grafting between PMP and polynorbomene. This

polymer/polymer composite achieves its nano-structure not b}' a thenTiod}'namic process

or by chemical linking, but by using one polymer as a template.

Figure 5.6 shows TEM cross-sectional images of a specimen microtomed nornial

to the nanorod axis and along the nanorod axis, for PMP/polynorbomene nanorods made

using a commercial AAO membrane. Dispersed dark spots were observed in the bright

matrix from the view noiTnal to the nanorod axis (Figure 5.6 (a)) and aligned dark spots

were observed inside the nanorods from the view along the nanorod axis (Figure 5.6. (b)).

These results indicate that spherical amorphous regions are formed inside ciystalline

regions, fonning lines along the nanorods. There can be two different expectations of
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Figure 5.5. TEM micrographs of PMP/Polynorbornene nanocomposite. Polynorbornene

stained b} OSO4 helps observation of lamellar stack. Scale bars: 400 nm (a); 200 nm (b).
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Figure 5.6. TEM micrographs of PMP/Polynorbomene nanorods. (a) View normal to tiie

nanorod axis, (b) View along the nanorod axis. Scale bars: 200 nm.
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bulk lamellar-forming cn stalline phases inside cylindrical pores. First, a multi-barrel t}'pe

structure is expected as in the case of symmetric block copolymer (Section 3.3.2 and

Section 4.3.2). which is the result of geometric confinement of lamellar structure. Second,

a spoke-like radial structure of crystal lamellar is expected, because the cr\ stallization

starts from the surface, which is called trans-cr} stallization or epitaxial cry stallization.""
"

The result is interpreted as either a combination of these two effects or frustrated trans-

cr} stallization due to the curvature of the c\ lindrical pores.

5.3.2. PMP/Pt nanorods

Figure 5.7 show s SEM micrographs of the PMP/Pt nanorods after complete

removal of the alumina membrane and rinsing with aqua regia solution to remove any Pt

clusters on the surface. The PMP/Pt nanorods show smooth surfaces and no remaining Pt

clusters are obsei"ved.

Figure 5.8 shows TEM cross-sectional images for bulk PMP/Pt composites,

prepared with different CODPtMe: concentrations in CO2. The sample shown in Figure

5.8 (a) was prepared with 1 1 .85 mg/ml CODPtMe: in Sc CO2 (sample A) and the sample

shown in Figure 5.8 (b) was prepared with 63.3 mg/ml CODPtMe: in Sc CO2 (sample B).

Pt clusters are show^n as black dots in the TEM micrographs and dispersed throughout the

samples. The size of Pt clusters formed at higher concentration of CODPtMei is larger

than that fomied at lower concentration of CODPtMe:. The Pt clusters formed inside

sample A have ~- 10 nm diameters and the Pt clusters formed inside sample B diameters

greater than 200 nm. The Pt clusters in sample A can be formed in amorphous and inter-
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lamellar regions, while the Pt clusters in the sample B can only be formed in the

amorphous region due to the their size.

Figure 5.7. SEM micrograph of PMP/Pt nanorods after rinsing with aqua regia. Scale bar:

1 jxm.

The presence of Pt clusters is also confirmed by Selected Ai-ea Electron

Diffraction (SAED) in conjunction with TEM. Figure 5.9 shows the resuh of SAED for

sample B. showing concentric rings corresponding to the d spacings [110]. [200]. and

[220] of fee platinum (International Center for Diffraction Data. #04-0802). The ring

coiTesponding to the d spacing of [3 1 1] is vague in this experiment.'"^

Figure 5.10 shows TEM cross-sectional images of a specimen microtomed nomial

to the nanorod axis and along the nanorod axis, for PMP/Pt nanorods made using a

commercial AAO membrane. The sample was prepared with 1 1.85 mg/ml CODPtMe: in

Sc CO2. Aligned dark spots were observ^ed inside the nanorods from the view along the

nanorod axis (Figure 5.10. (a)) and dispersed dark spots were observed inside the
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Figure 5.8. TEM micrographs of PMP/Pt nanocomposite with different organometallic

precursor concentration, (a) 1 1.85 mg/ml. (b) 63.3 mg/ml. Scale bars: (a) 200 nni. (b) 500

nm.
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Figure 5.9. Selected Area Electron Diffraction of Pt clusters reduced b\- H2 under Sc

C02. The diffraction pattern indicates that the Pt clusters have typical fee cr> stal

structure.
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Figure 3.10. TEM micrographs of PMP/Pt nanorods. (a) View along the nanorod axis, (b)

Vie^^" normal to the nanorod axis. Scale bars: 200 nm.
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nanorods from the view normal to the nanorod axis (Figure 5.10 (b)). Combined with

the results for PMP/Polynorbornene nanorods. these results indicate that the Ft

nanoclusters are formed in the amorphous or inter-lamellar regions.

5.4. Conclusions

Two types of composite nanorods were prepared from semicr^'stalline polymer

nanorods by selective deposition of another polymer or metal using CO2:

polymer/pohmer nanorods and polymer/metal nanorods. respectively.

FMF/poh norbornene nanorods were prepared b} polymerization of norbomene in liquid

CO2. TEM results indicate that the amoiphous or inter-lamellar composite regions are

formed as aligned spots along the nanorods. This morpholog}' is interpretated as the

result of frustrated trans-ciystallization due to the curvature of cylindrical pores \N hile

the semi-cr>^stalline poKnier nanorods are formed inside alumina membrane.

FMF/Ft nanorods were prepared by introducing CODFtMe: into FMF nanorods

using Sc CO2 and reducing it to form Ft nanoclusters. TEM experiments verified that

the Ft clusters are formed along the nanorod axis, which means they are formed in the

amorphous or inter-lamellar regions ofFMF nanorods.
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APPENDIX

SURFACE MODIFICATION OF FLAT ALUMINA

Introduction

In Chapter 4. the surface of an alumina membrane w as modified using a silane

coupling agent in order to investigate the effect of the surface properties on the

morpholog>' of a block copoh mer inside membrane pores. Specificalh' an alumina

membrane w as treated w ith oct> ltrimethox> silane (OTMS). and microphase-separated

morphologies of PS-/)-PMMA made from this modified membrane and an untreated

membrane was studied. The surface properties of OTMS-treated membrane pores

couldn t be measured due to their size and shape b\- man>' methods that can be used for

the analysis of flat surfaces, i.e. contact angle measurement, ellipsometiy. etc. Only XPS

analysis for the broken surface of OTMS-treated membranes w as performed. Here, a flat

alumina surface was treated w ith the same silane coupling agent at the same conditions

and its surface properties are analyzed for comparative purposes.

Experimental

A flat alumina surface was prepared b}' aluminum vapor deposition on a silicon

wafer. A silicon w afer w as obtained from International Wafer Serv ice (100 orientation,

P/B doped, resistivit}- from 20 to 40 Q cm). A disk of silicon w afer w as rinsed with

toluene, ethanol. and w ater and plasma cleaned. Aluminum was deposited on this

silicon w afer by thermal deposition at 10"^ toiT. Disks were cut into 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm
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square pieces. These aluminum-deposited silicon wafer samples were rinsed with

toluene, ethanol. and water and then plasma cleaned. These samples were held in a

custom designed slotted holder and placed inside a closed flask with 0.5 ml ofOTMS at

70 °C for three da} s. The modified samples w ere rinsed w ith toluene, hexane and

ethanol and dried overnight under vacuum at 60 °C.

OTMS layer

AI2O3

Si02

Figure A.l. Schematic illustration of OTMS-treated aluminum-deposited silicon wafer.

Characterization

Layer Thickness. The schematic illustration of the final sample is shown in

Figure A.l. The thickness of OTMS. aluminum oxide, and aluminum layers were

measured by SOPRA GES-5 Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (VASE). The

energ>' of the incident light varied from 1 .5eV to 6.0eV. The optical model was built

following Figure A. 1 . and the Marquatdt-Levenberg algorithm was used to fit the

obtained tan T and cos A data to the optical mode.'"' Table A. 1 shows the thickness of

the layers. The thickness of the deposited aluminum layer is - 30 nm, which has enough

thickness to change the surface of silicon wafer. The OTMS layer has - 2 nm. which is

close to the thickness of a self-assembled monolayer.
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Table A. 1 . Thicknesses of each layer ofOTMS treated Al deposited silicon wafer.

La}er Thickness (A)

OTMS 20.2

A1:0:, 44.4

Al 297.8

Wettabilit> . The w ater contact angle data for this sample and the OTMS-treated

silicon wafer is show n in Table A. 2. The w ater contact angles for the OTM- treated

silicon w afer is quite similar to those for the self-assembled monolay er of

octxitrichlorosilane on a silicon wafer, which is 0\ of 110° and 6'r of 95.^ The advancing

contact angle for the OTMS-treated aluminum oxide surface is larger than that for

OTMS-treated silicon wafer, and the receding contact angle for the sample is smaller

than that for the OTMS-treated silicon wafer."* This discrepanc\- is thought to be due to

the different hydroxyl group densities between these two surfaces, or could also be

ascribed to roughness increasing hysteresis.

Table A. 2. Water contact angle data for OTMS-treated aluminum oxide surface and

OTMS treated silicon wafer.

A1203 Spread Spread

OTMS-A1203 115 87

Si02 Spread Spread

OTMS-SiO: 110 97

XPS Analysis. The surfaces of the aluminum coated silicon wafer and the

OTMS-treated aluminum deposited silicon wafer were anah zed b}' X-ray photoelectron
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spectroscopy. Figure A. 2 shows Ahp peaks of the aluminum-coated silicon wafer at 15

degree (lower peak) and 75 degree (upper peak) take-off angles. The 75 degree take-off

angle shows an Al:p peak from aluminum and aluminum oxide, while the 15 degree

take-off angle spectrum indicates no aluminum. This indicates that a thin (- 2nm)

aluminum oxide ia\ er was formed on the aluminum, which is consistent with the

ellipsometry result.

AI2O3

1500

1000 -

500

88 86 84 82 80 78 76 74 72 70 68

Binding Energy (eV)

Figure A. 2. Ahp peak from aluminum deposited silicon \\afer at 15 degree (lower) and

75 degree take-off angle.
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The XPS data for the OTMS-treated aluminum oxide sho\\"s a Si2p peak, whi

is from the silane coupling agent (Figure A. 3.) The atomic composition of carbon,

oxygen, aluminum, and silicon are listed in Table A. 3.

900
I

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r

800 -

700 -

600 -

-S2 500 -

o

400 -

300 -

200 -

100 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

116 114 112 110 108 106 104 102 100 98 96 94

Binding Energy (eV)

Figure A. 3. Si^p peak from the OTMS-treated aluminum oxide surface at 15 degree

(lower) and 75 degree (upper) take-off angle.

Table A. 3. Atomic composition of the OTMS-treated aluminum oxide surface from

XPS ( 1 5 degree take-off angle) data.

Atomic %
c 40.7

0 37.9

Al 18.3

Si 3.1
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